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Executive Summary
The present document is conceived as a practical tool to support the development of open,
collaborative and multi-disciplinary Communities of Practice (COPs) around the open design
and manufacturing paradigm (OD&M), as means to boost knowledge co-creation and skills
development in this emerging field.
Specifically, the document outlines the methodology of engagement and community building
that lies at the core of the OD&M Knowledge Alliance1, and provides a set of indications to build
and scale vibrant communities of students, professors, digital-savvy makers, manufacturers,
practitioners and passionate people around democratic, distributed and decentralized forms of
innovation in design and manufacturing across Europe. Such communities shall therefore act
at the crossroad between the maker and open source culture and social innovation, and provide
diffused opportunities to learn by experimenting with radical new ways to design and produce
both products and services embedding the social good.
The deliverable also provides a set of practical tools to support the adoption of co-creation
approaches throughout the different phases of the engagement process envisaged by OD&M.

1

OD&M is a Knowledge Alliance funded by the European Commission under the Erasmus+ Programme. OD&M convenes Universities,
innovation communities of digital-savvy makers and manufacturers around the emerging Open Design & Manufacturing paradigm, with the overall
objective of creating an open and collaborative environment of awareness-raising, knowledge co-creation and capacity building able to boost the
shift towards innovative value chains in design and manufacturing oriented to the social good. For more information see: www.odmplatform.eu
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Methodology
This document is conceived as a toolkit supporting the development of open, collaborative and multidisciplinary Communities of Practice (COPs) around the open design and manufacturing paradigm
(OD&M), as means to boost knowledge co-creation and skills development in this emerging field.
OD&M CoPs take inspiration from recent developments in the field of social innovation and systemic social
innovation; in particular, they are triggered by the empowered and often unedited forms of communitybuilding for social change that blend horizontal and peer to peer mechanisms of collaboration and learning,
digital social technologies, and physical spaces for co-working to drive a new kind of innovation, based on
democratic participation and openness. In this context, the Impact Hub Network, Fablabs and Living
Labs - among others - represent some outstanding examples of ‘spaces for social change’ that may provide
meaningful insights on how to develop communities oriented to systemic social innovation, and in turn
committed to drive radical new and sustainable transformations in the European manufacturing sector.
Strategic insights, tools and methods described in this document are based on a combination of desk
research and systematization of existing practices and approaches stemming from fields such as service
design, Art of Hosting, platform design and organizational management. Indeed, they cannot be considered
as exhaustive, but rather as a selection based on the main characteristics of the OD&M Alliance and its
specific stages of development. Overall, they are based on the living experience and insights gathered by
the authors through the creation of the Impact Hub Florence and its own community since 2014, and
reflect a number of lessons learnt.
Indeed, the main target-groups of this toolkit are the so-called Enablers of the OD&M Alliance - i.e. expert
facilitators in charge to drive the development of the community -; nonetheless, this same toolkit may be
useful for a broad plethora of both professionals and passionate people that deal with teams, groups and
communities of people as ‘sites’ of experiential learning and knowledge oriented to social transformation.
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CHAPTER
From Knowledge Alliances to Communities
of Practices exploring the Open Design &
Manufacturing paradigm.

1.1 The Open Design & Manufacturing paradigm and OD&M Alliance

Open Design & Manufacturing is an emerging practice that takes
its roots in the global maker movement and the open source culture.
By combining the collaborative potential of open source software
and hardware with distributed physical spaces for co-creation and coproduction such as makerspaces and fablabs, the maker movement has
contributed to create radical new ways to design and produce artefacts,
while prompting alternative methods of teaching, learning and
knowledge creation. Open, collaborative, project-based, experiential,
peer to peer are some key characteristics that help describe such
methods and practices. Furthermore, thanks to the combination with
network economics, digital technologies and social innovation principles
and approaches, OD&M has opened rooms for new production modes

within makerspaces, Universities and educational institutions have
soon started to explore the introduction of methods and approaches
inspired by the maker culture, with the creation of internal fablabs and
makerspaces, the development of strategic partnerships and projects,
and the introduction of new dedicated courses, among other initiatives.
In this respect, the exploratory study realized by the OD&M Alliance
in 2017 attempts to depict a general state of the art picture, though
not exhaustive, of the types of initiatives promoted in this field by
Universities across Europe, focussing on four European countries3.

able to embed and endorse social and environmental goals.

nonetheless notice the experimental nature of most of such initiatives,
with relatively few examples that show the full and stable adoption of
making-inspired approaches and methods within curricula, teaching and
learning practices, and learning outcomes’ recognition. On the other
hand, the impact of OD&M over businesses appears to be even more
limited, and mainly stuck in the world of start-ups and new organizations
(OD&M Research Report, 2017).

Since the creation of the first Fablab at MIT in 20012, the maker
movement has rapidly expanded in scale and scope, reaching almost all
continents and taking the shape of a global community that involves
people from almost all walks of life and professional experiences. Thanks
to the innovative aspects of teaching and learning practices taking place
2
In 2001, Prof. Neil Gershenfeld initiated the Center for Bits and Atoms at MIT Media Lab,
with the goal of exploring the potential of digital fabrication and the boundaries between the
physical and digital worlds. The Center is generally considered as the progenitor of the global
fablab network, and a key milestone in the development of the global maker movement.

Indeed, while we can outline a certain vibrancy in terms of synergies
between the maker culture and the higher education domain, we can

3
The study is available at: www.odmplatform.eu
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1.1 The Open Design & Manufacturing paradigm and OD&M Alliance
The OD&M Alliance4 tackles the challenge of boosting the widespread adoption
of OD&M-inspired approaches and methods across Universities, industries and
innovation communities of digital savvy-makers across Europe and beyond, through the
creation of an international, open environment of collaboration leading to increasedawareness, capacities and knowledge in this emerging field.
Through challenge and project-based trainings, dedicated events, international learning
mobilities and innovative systems for learning gains’ recognition and certification, the
OD&M Alliance is committed to create vibrant and multi-disciplinary Communities
of Practices (CoPs) around the Open Design & Manufacturing paradigm, making the
most of openness, sharing and collaboration to create new value chains of innovation
in design and manufacturing oriented to the social good.
Going beyond the conception of the ‘Knowledge Alliance’ as a structured partnership
characterized by clear sectoral boundaries, the project is instead envisaged as an
enabling environment for open design & manufacturing in Europe, featured by highly
connected, collaborative and interactive communities of people and resources that shall
turn manufacturing into a collective lab of discovery, learning and co-creation. In this
respect, while insisting on a number of key actors - Universities, Manufacturers, Makers
communities - as the ‘kick starters’ of such community, the OD&M environment is
open to any person and organization willing to take an active step in this new field.
Therefore, most of the Alliance effort is dedicated to the creation of a shared relational
capital that builds on pre-existing relationships, partnerships and collaborations of the
individual partners, and to the hosting of key topics and conversations that gather
people around common interests and goals.

4
The OD&M Alliance is funded by the European Commission under
the Erasmus+ Programme - Knowledge Alliances. The project
started in 2017 and will run over three years. It actively involves the
following organizations: University of Florence - DIDA, University
of Dabrowa-Gornicza, University of the Arts London, University
of Deusto - Faculty of Engineering, University of Tong ji, Furniture
and Furnishing Centre, Tecnalia, Fablab Lodz, Fablab London, P2P
Foundation, LAMA Agency.
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1.1 The Open Design & Manufacturing paradigm and OD&M Alliance

OD&M Alliance’s Theory of Change:

We steer radically new forms of
knowledge creation and learning
in order to drive new approaches
to design and m
 anufacturing
embedding the social good.

WHY

WHAT

HOW
Throught enabling and empowering locally
rooted but globally connected communities
of practice around collaborative and collective
journeys of discovery, experimentation and
knowledge co-creation.

We host a unique environment of
learning, collaboration and inspiration
opportunities and resources to grow
collective innovations in design and
manufacturing, able to preserve and
enhance the common good.

1.2 - Communities of Practice (CoPs)
The concept of ‘Communities of Practices’ (CoPs) is relatively new, although it
describes a phenomenon that is age-old. Communities of Practice can be defined
as ‘groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do,
and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly’ (Wenger-Trayner, 2015).
While relatively little has been said about the organizational forms underpinning
CoPs, this definition helps highlight a number of key characteristics:
• Domain: CoPs are united by the interest on a specific theme, that serves
as the ground of meeting, exchange and collective experience within the
community, and as the lever of attraction of new members;
• Community: CoPs are more than networks of people that establish
relationships and share information. Actually, although often open to the
external, they have boundaries in terms of ‘who is in’, be they related to
possible rules of accession, identity, values and others. Indeed, whether
physical or digital, all CoPs share the fact that the members tend to know
each other, and may establish bilateral or multilateral relationships within
the community, according to contextual needs. Importantly, CoPs are
also characterized by the organization of regular gatherings and meet-ups
convening all members together.
• Practice: the members of the CoPs are practitioners, meaning that they do
something concrete, and do not limit themselves to share experiences or
lessons learnt. Often, they develop resources and tools that help sustain the
CoP and make it grow over time, either in scale and know-how.

Garfield (2018) presents a number of principles concerning
communities in organizations, including:
• They must be independent of organizational structure;
• They are not teams, sites, blogs, etc.; they are people who
interact and are based on topics;
• Membership is voluntary;
• Communities should span organizational, functional and
geographic boundaries;
• They require a ‘critical mass’ of members;
• They must be nurtured and sustained.
Moreover, a set of key factors enabling COPs have been
underlined (Botha et al., 2008):
• Learning is a social phenomenon;
• Knowledge is integrated into the culture, values and
language of the community
• Learning and community membership are inseparable;
• Learning mainly takes place by doing and therefore
knowledge and practice are inseparable;
• Empowerment is key to learning: the most effective
learning environments create real consequences to
individuals and the community itself.
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1.2 Communities of Practice (CoPs)
Although every CoP is unique in how it creates a sense of community
and learning experience among its members, all CoPs tend to share
some essential traits:
• Leaders/facilitators of peer to peer and distributed relations: CoPs
are often characterized by peer to peer dynamics of knowledge
exchange within the community, that often happen on demand thanks
to the bottom-up initiative of the members. Any member is generally
allowed to organize meetups and opportunities of collective practice
for the whole community, therefore generating an environment
of learning that is particularly destructured and distributed.
Nonetheless, CoPs often thrive thanks to the presence of leaders and
facilitators whose specific role is that of nurturing and supporting the
establishment of collaborative relationships, playing the role of ‘Hosts’
of the community;
• Critical mass of active members: indeed, CoPs may be more or less
vibrant and active, but to evolve and thrive they generally need a core
group of active members who highly commit themselves in keeping
relationships alive. Interestingly, this may also lead to the creation of
sub-communities that start explore specific aspects and connotations
of the original topic;
• Soft management in a fluid organizational structure: CoPs are
particularly hard to be characterized from the organizational point
of view; in most cases, they are based on self-regulation and selfadaptation mechanisms that evolve over time, and on ‘codes of
conduct’ that remain implicit. Nevertheless, a ‘management

dimension’ can still be envisaged, as this is often needed to ensure the
regular flow of activities that gather the community;
• Resources and technology: although the definition of CoP provided
above might suggest a special focus on ‘soft’ aspects, all communities
of practice tend to rely - if not depend - on a number of hard assets
that often ensure their development and growth. Amongst them,
we may consider spaces and facilities, specific equipments, tools and
resources for knowledge sharing and exchange of experiences; in this
context, digital platforms and social networks provide powerful tools
for expanding the geographical scale and scope of CoPs, and for
developing new approaches to learning and knowledge exchange;
• Problem-solving emphasis and practical orientation: differently from
Communities of interest, CoPs are mainly oriented to the production
of something concrete that remains available to the whole community,
or that can be even share outside. Being highly reliant on concrete
goals of production, practices within CoPs are strongly oriented
to solve problems that emerge from time to time, and failure and
discovery are salient parts of the learning journey;
• Trust and passion: almost all CoPs take origin from a shared passion,
and passion is also the key ingredient that keeps members’ interest and
motivation alive. Equally, trust in each other is crucial to maintain the
community aspect, and avoid the creation of ‘tribes’.
10

1.3 - Communities of Practice in OD&M
The OD&M Alliance embeds and endorses the concept of
Communities of Practice as means to develop a learning environment
that is internationally distributed but locally rooted, based on
experience and collective discovery, and operated through collaborative
mechanisms of teaching and learning that shall bridge formal, informal
and non-formal learning settings.
The key vision behind this positioning is that of an enabling ecosystem
for open social innovation in design and manufacturing that shall insist
on collective and continuous learning across distributed sites - be they
formal, non-formal and informal -, and thus connect meaningfully all
the relevant nodes in a soft environment based on shared values and
purposes.
The OD&M CoP is envisioned as a site of learning and capacity-building
for the different actors and stakeholders that revolve around the
OD&M paradigm, according to two integrated aspects:
• At the system level, the opportunity for different actors and
organizations to share experiences, know-how and lessons learnt about
the most effective and meaningful teaching and learning practices
that embed OD&M as a new field of cross-sectoral collaborations
and partnerships. At this level, the project builds the space - both
physical and digital - where different organizations and institutions
can convene, valorize their own activities and initiatives, and count on
supporting tools and resources for strengthening them further;
• At the individual level, the opportunity for students, makers,
manufacturers and stakeholders to engage in innovative learning
and co-creation journeys oriented to the production of concrete

outputs and results, focussed on the development of OD&Mdriven skills and knowledge, and directed to individual empowerment
and professionalization. At this level, the project both builds and
hosts new training journeys that explore experiential and nomadic
approaches to teaching and learning in OD&M and correlated fields.
Therefore, CoPs in OD&M take a multiform nature, as they
span through the way of enabling the construction of the
international community, implementing the trainings at the
local levels and hosting the local communities. In this respect,
the trainings piloted in the OD&M project are key activities
that help drive and scale the community-building process, while
providing the space to test and learn as the community evolves.
Indeed, the trainings may not fully embed a CoP-based approach, as
their formal nature might impede to recreate all the key characteristics
that underpin Communities of Practice. Nevertheless, the CoP-based
approach is created around the group of learners directly involved in
the local trainings, as their learning needs drive the construction of the
community, but also find answers in the community itself. By endorsing
some key characteristics of the maker culture such as project-based
learning, learning by doing and by making, iteration, peer to peer and
team-working in the trainings, we therefore attempt to recreate an
environment of learning that, while still including more formal and
structural teaching moments, develops in a logic of horizontality,
personalization and flexibility.
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CHAPTER
Enabling Communities of Practice in OD&M

2.1 OD&M Enablers
Communities of Practices needs ‘Enablers’ to be created and sustained over time. In the
OD&M Alliance, the Enablers are a team of people belonging to the different organizations
partnering the project, who are in charge to create, develop and host OD&M CoPs across
the local nodes of the Alliance.
The Enablers work as hubs of relations and connections among students, academics, makers,
manufacturers and stakeholders at different levels and scales, positioning themselves
as accelerators of new alliances and partnerships, as well as engines of open innovation
crowdsourcing. All in all, their role is to ensure that the community grows in terms of nodes,
density of connections, trust and, ultimately, impact.
Indeed, the Enablers develop a complex and somehow unpredictable task, given that they
primarily focus on processes rather than on specific outcomes and outputs. They are at the
same time facilitators, animators, networkers, hosts, problem-solvers and, to several extents,
designers of social interactions. They shall indeed have a number of soft skills, such as
listening, empathy, sound communication, groups management, creativity, among others. If it
is hard to depict a full picture of the Enabler profile, we can still outline some few ‘must have’:
• An Enabler should know the community very well: especially at the beginning of the
community-building process, the Enabler should establish personal relationships with all the
members, or at least know each member from the point of view of his/her interests, work,
passions and values. This is needed first to understand the key motives behind the membership,
but also to detect any driver or barrier that may retain or reject a member. This may be done
through informal moments such as simple coffee-times, or via structured activities such as
interviews and profiling, or even using both.
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2.1 OD&M Enablers
• An Enabler should create multiple opportunities of peer to peer relationships: this is the
core of the Enablers’ job, and should take adequate time and attention. The onboarding
process should create opportunities for the new member to get in direct contact with the
others, and to let the others know about passions, interests and work. Also, the Enabler
should create spaces for matchmaking and networking around specific interests and needs.
• An Enabler often enables others in being enablers: often, communities thrive when there is
a strong individual and collective empowerment in place - i.e. when members feel empowered
to propose and do activities and initiatives for the others. The role of the Enablers is thus to
ensure support and help, but leaving members free to take decisions and responsibilities.
• An Enabler channels the code of conduit and mediate conflicts: communities can build on
explicit or implicit codes of conduit. Whether the choice, the Enabler should always take
serious attention on its own behavior and attitude, as this shall embody and reflect the social
norms within the community. Moreover, any community thrives and evolves also based
on conflicts and contrasts that emerge and evolve over time; the Enabler should be brave
and smart enough to listen to them and provide spaces for discussion and decision-making.
• An Enabler should avoid communities becoming tribes: almost every community, whether
big or small, tend to create sub-communities that sometimes become closed ‘tribes’ refractory
to external inputs. While this is a quite natural phenomenon in human societies, in a logic of
community it shall be considered carefully, as it may lead to the fragmentation or even to
the dispersion of the community itself. Besides observation and listening, the Enabler should
support these sub-communities in remaining open, for example by suggesting new members or
involving them in activities for the whole community.
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2.2 Engagement and community-building
According to the project architecture, the OD&M Enablers develop a
gradual engagement strategy, as it follows:
• A mapping and ‘open inquiry’ phase aimed to identify the possible
champions, influencers and stakeholders that may have a strong
interest and motivation in joining the community. These can be
firms and organizations interested in sharing a given challenge, but
also professional makers, experts and OD&M enterprises that may
want to share their own experiences and knowledge. All in all, this
phase is aimed at better seizing and understanding the local contexts
from the point of view of ‘who’ may be up for an OD&M CoP;
• An engagement phase that corresponds to the launch of the
Enabling Programme in each pilot node, aimed at creating true
involvement and commitment in the OD&M environment. This
phase mainly kicks off via the call to action related to the trainings,
but shall also define in detail the different organizations, actors
and stakeholders that will surround and support the trainings.
• A scaling up phase that supports the development of the Enabling
Programme, and that creates true CoPs around the trainings.

Importantly, all the three phases are event-driven, meaning that events
shall represent the opportunities to create collective moments of
networking, socialization and knowledge exchange, and to scout new
interests. In this sense, the community-building process envisaged by
OD&M is ‘chaordic’ - it starts from narrow groups of people and from
their interests and motivations, and gradually expands by navigating
new connections and interests, using events as milestones to convene
new groups of people and then start new rounds of inquiries and
engagement.
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2.2 Engagement and community-building
Throughout the three phases, different tools, methods and approaches
can be applied. Events can be open to the public or restricted to specific
target-groups, they can be formal like seminars and conferences, or more
informal like aperitifs, small workshops and speed-dating dinners. In the
specific phase of the trainings development, however, we suggest a number
of formats that can be organized for students, such as:
• Business clinics: according to students needs, groups
of 5-10 professionals are invited for short time
consultancies. Students select freely their ‘doctors’
and guide the consultancy with questions and doubts.
• Innovation Jams: at least two days of intensive work
where students, professors, makers, entrepreneurs
and
other
professionals
are
invited
to
work
together
and
collaborate
on
specific
solutions.
• Fuck Up Nights: storytelling about professional and
personal failures, where 2-3 persons tell their own stories.
• World Cafè: collective dialogue around specific topics that are
normally brought about by the participants or set from the
beginning, and then discussed in sub-groups and harvested by
a team of facilitators. This format may support the learning
assessment envisaged by all trainings.
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2.2 Engagement and community-building
Below, we also provide a series of general tips that may support
the

different

stages

of

the

community-building

process:

• Establish a common purpose and make it visual: especially at
the beginning of the community-building journey, having a clear
and shared purpose is key. An ‘open inquiry’ approach may be
useful to seize the opportunities for building a CoP and better
understand the possible boundaries, but then you will need to
create the space for a clear and shared goal to be collectively
identified. A workshop realized through approaches such as
the world cafè, the open space technology, and the circle way
may be highly useful for this. Harvesting the results of these
activities and making them visual is also important to start
creating your community narrative and attract new persons.
• Community Mapping: together with your core local team, draw
a detailed map of your potential community and make it visual.
Include all actors, organizations, individuals and initiatives that
you know directly or indirectly, and that show some link with the
OD&M field. Then, regroup them according to ‘needed’, ‘desired’
and ‘supportive’, and start to talk and meet with those that are
mostly near to you (i.e. you are in direct contact with them, or you
can reach them easily). Iteratively update and check the map as
the community-building process evolves, and keep always track of
new nodes added.

• Referral-engine mechanism: when talking with people, always
ask for new interesting connections and contacts. Navigate
across connections to update your community map, and to better
understand how the surrounding network of relationships is made.
This will help in better seizing potential synergies that may result
from connecting and convening specific people and organizations.
• Start from people, not organizations: people make the difference,
not organizations. Although it is important to target and engage
also this latter group, it is crucial to start from individuals,
and from their own passions and motivations. Often, people
are involved in different groups, teams and communities, and
they can be powerful levers of multiplier and spillover effects.
• Logbook: take a diary of your meetings and conversations.
There are a number of tools, more or less sophisticated, that
may help you with profiling tasks, but whatever the tool chosen,
keep the information updated and live. The logbook should
keep track not only of people met, but also main topics of
conversation and interests explored through conversations.
• Participate to external events: go outside and take part to events
and initiatives that may have a link with the OD&M project. Look
for synergies and collaborations whenever possible, especially in
the organization of events open to the general public.
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CHAPTER
Toolkit

3.1 - The enabling environment

The community of practice could be seen as an enabling
environment: a series of elements, both tangible and intangible,
which, being in synergy with each other, allow the birth and
development of:
• knowledge in a given sector,
• new ways of making and producing,
• new services,
• or, more generally, new cultures or subcultures.
To design an enabling environment we suggest to start
from the elements that are already present in a given
context, and then, inspired by a vision and a theory of
change, define which connections and new elements might
be created to produce synergies within the environment.
Below we present a series of tools useful to facilitate the
participatory design of a desired enabling environment.
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3.1 - The enabling environment

Tool 1. ENABLING ENVIRONMENT’s REQUIREMENTS
Which are the core elements of your enabling environment?

Needed

•
•
•
•
•

A team of 3 to 5 people
2 hours
An A3 size printed version of the empty diagram (Figure 1)
Markers
Post-it

Instructions 1. Take 10 minutes to introduce the activity, focussing on the

underlying vision (the why) that drives the construction of
your enabling environment. State the mission and give time to
all participants to provide feedbacks.

2. Write the shared mission in a post-it. Then, stick it at the
centre of the diagram.
3. Assign one of the following label to each sphere that make up
the diagram:
• Community
• Programme
• Space/Platform
4.Give a marker and post-its to each participant and start to
collectively fill the diagram:
• Which are the target groups of the community? Who do we
want to engage with?
• What activities can nurture the community and drive it
towards massive collaboration and exchange?
• Finally, where the activities will take place: in a physical space,
more than one, and/or a platform?

5.Stimulate a conversation around the system you are drawing.
Some guiding questions can be:
• Which requirements does the system have? Which are the
assumptions?
• Is the picture coherent? Do we notice something missing?
Which are the core connections and synergies between the
spheres?
Take notes of the important elements, such as questions and
suggestions that emerge, using post-its and sticking them
around the diagram. Then cluster notes.
6.Take time to collect feedbacks and draw conclusions. Try to
translate the unexplored questions in an action plan.
Importantly, the tool should be intended as iterative. Changes
within the different components can be made anytime during
the process, as a result of progressive insights and learnings
stemming from the community-building activities.

20

Figure 1. Enabling Environments diagram
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3.1 - The enabling environment

Tool 2. MAKE IT VISUAL
Visualize your ideas by drawing a sketch.

Figure 2. OD&M visualization
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Tool 3. OPEN YOUR MIND
The four levels of listening5 represent four distinct places from where our
listening can originate.
1. Downloading. Downloading is essentially driven by habits and biais, thus
preventing from fully open our mind to new concepts and ideas. This type of
listening often remains on a superficial level of ‘downloading information’, and
leads to the reconfirmation of opinions and judgements.
2. Factual listening. We notice what is different, we access the open mind and
the outcome is that we notice what is different from what we expected to
see. Some of you could say that disconfirming data is actually the source of
innovation. And it’s true. But for all of you, for all of us who deal with complex
social change processes, this is not enough.
3. Empathic listening. It is listening with an open heart as an organ of perception, which leads to seeing the situation through the eyes of another, as well
as to an emotional connection. Empathic listening is about connecting with
the experience of another person, and building on it.
4. Generative listening. It requires us to connect with our open will. That is
our capacity to let go and come, and that leads to connect with an emerging future that allows us to fully connect with ourselves (beliefs, values and
identity) and our surrounding environment. You know whether or not you are
operating on the fourth level of listening when you question yourself about
your level of energy and when you feel your sense of self has shifted a little
bit towards the person who you really are, and who you are moving towards.

Train yourself to be aware of the level you are listening from:
During a meeting or an interview, try to experiment what do you notice
shifting across different levels of listening. After the experiment, take
some minutes to:
• identify the main level from where your listening has originated;
• write down what you notice in terms of feelings, images and thoughts
you have had during your listening.
First experiment

Second experiment

Third experiment

Downloading

Downloading

Downloading

Factual listening

Factual listening

Factual listening

Empathic listening

Empathic listening

Empathic listening

Generative listening

Generative listening

Generative listening

What did you notice?

What did you notice?

What did you notice?

5

Scharmer, Claus Otto (2016). Theory U: leading from the emerging future. A BK
business book (2nd ed.). San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler. ISBN 9781626567986.
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Tool 4. SHARE YOUR VISION

ONS
Which are your values?

What do you want to achieve?

Who can help you in achieving your purpose?
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3.2 - OD&M Programme Design
Tool 5. VISION BACKCASTING
How to design transformational education and package the pursuit of knowledge

Figure 3. Vision Backcasting by Kaospilot

This tool has been developed by KAOSPILOT6 based on its 20 years
of experience in ‘Packaging the pursuit of knowledge’. Kaspilot use
to design education within a safe, experiential and experimental
environment, supporting risk-taking, failure and innovation in
partnership with multiple instructors and diverse students as co-learners
and facilitators, offering their experience and knowledge together with
current industry input and trends.

community. Tool’s instructions are aimed toward designing for 3rd level
programs but they can be followed and modified to suit your desired
level of education. The framework helps educators to be more cognizant
of what and how they are teaching and has the potential to inspire their
attitudes about content and delivery.

The Vision Backcasting tool allows to develop any educational program,
learning strategy or curricular framework of any length for any vocation

You can download poster and tool’s instructions through the Kaospilot
website at these links:
Poster:
https://shop.kaospilot.dk/shop/http---www-kaospilot-dk-kaospiloteducational-series-the-art-and-craft-of-designing-learning-spaces--221p.html

that aspires to deliver equally and authentically on not only skills and
knowledge, but also attitudinal & mindset necessary for personal growth
and development of the participants, staff, clients and even the wider

Instructions: https://shop.kaospilot.dk/images/shopdownloadfiles/
A & C FL S%2 0 -%2 0 V i s i o n%2 0 b a c kc a s t i n g%2 0 f r a m e w o r k%2 0
INSTRUCTIONS.pdf
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2.2 - Makers and formal learning

Tool 6. PHASES OF THE PROGRAMME
With all the informations collected through the co-design process, a
set of events have been designed and are ready to be programmed and
organized. The programme’s course could be divided in phases within
which moments of divergent thinking are followed by moments of
convergence. Events aiming for inspiring people are followed by events
that would support members in building partnerships and networks.

4.Validate / When ideas are pretty well set, a pitch is a great way to
communicate it and to receive feedbacks and opinions, during a dedicated event.

Here are some programme phases examples, corresponding to some
type of events:

6.Test / When some prototypes has been developed with manufacturing
companies, there will be organized some meetings in factories, for a
fast-testing event to show the prototypes working, receive feedbacks
and raise interest in its implementation.

1.Inspire / Events dedicated to raising awareness on specific topics,
share vision and stories. Each speaker is given 7 minutes and can use
10 images. After each speaker, there’s a question and answer session,
as well as time for networking.
2.Match / One day per month members have dinner together, as an opportunity to learn about new community members, meet interesting
guests and deepen insights on topics of interest to the community.
3.Ideate / Design sprint-like events in which experts from diverse fields
(developers, graphic designers, interface designers, project managers,
and others, often including subject-matter-experts), collaborate intensively on projects with the goal to create something new.

5.Prototype / Events organized around a specific manufacturing challenge where a set of prototypes in response to it are presented, tested
and implemented.

7.Show / Based on the testing results the advanced prototype is being
shown during fairs and exhibitions.
8.Evolve / If members are looking for advices for how to evolve their
prototypes or their businesses, a “business clinic” event is the most
impactful. There experts, divided into various areas of expertise, offer
short consultancies; i.e: Strategy and Management, Design & Communication, Marketing, Calls and fundings, patents and legal advice,
etc..

6
Kaospilot is a hybrid business and design school, a multi-sided education
in leadership and entrepreneurship. http://www.kaospilot.dk/
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Tool 7. OD&M INNOVATION JAM

An Innovation Jam is a perfect example of an event format belonging to phase 3
of the programme.
What is it about?
An OD&M Innovation Jam is a format inspired by the Global Service Jam - a
network of events taking place internationally over the same weekend, organized
by an informal voluntary network of service enthusiasts, who all share a common
passion for growing the field of service design and customer experience.
An OD&M Innovation Jam is a gathering of people interested in design-based
approaches to creativity and problem solving.
Manufacturing companies provide a specific challenge or a set of keywords, and
are matched with a team of innovators, makers, designers, story-tellers, and
more, willing to jam around the theme.
Innovators come without a team, without an idea and are given a set of subjects
or challenges, suggested by the manufacturing companies, to choose from and
to incorporate in their new-to-the-world design while meeting new people and
organizations. A group of hosts and mentors facilitate the jam, helping the teams
making the most from the experience.
What do we mean by “ jam”?
Imagine a Jam session in music. You come together, bringing your instruments,
your skills, your open mind. Someone sets up a theme, and you start to Jam
around it. You don't over analyse it, you don't discuss it to death, you Jam.
You bounce your ideas off other people, and play around with what comes
back. Together, you build something which none of you could have built alone.
At the same time, you are learning new ideas, discovering more about how you

work and with whom you work best, sharpening your skills, and having a great
time. In a spirit of experimentation, innovation and friendly competition, teams
have less than 48 hours to develop and prototype new services, products, or
business models, working closely with companies. At the end of the weekend,
companies choose whether to pursue the projects emerged, by formalizing the
collaboration with innovators, or disseminate projects with an open license so
that others can get inspiration or benefit from them.
Timetable
• Friday at about 6.30pm
• Companies present themselves and their challenges. Discussion in informal
groups. Dinner is a good idea.
• Friday at about 9pm
• Groups formation. Participants join the group that interests them.
• Friday about 9pm; until Sunday, 3pm
• The groups work autonomously, supported by mentors and facilitators. Research or observations are performed virtually, or through short sessions of
‘street research’. The teams develop their design and prototype it using whatever methods they choose. Sleep is optional, but recommended.
• Sunday 3pm
• Each team share with the others some insights of the developed prototypes
using the chosen methods: like photos or a mock-up, a dummy website, a business model, budget, prototype contracts, staff training, books or anything else
that may provide a sense of their prototype and work.
• Prizes are welcome but not mandatory and depend on the commitment of
companies and organizations providing challenges.
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Tool 7. OD&M INNOVATION JAM

Below, there are some tools that may support the design process:
Brainstorming rules
• Postpone and withhold judgements.
Do not judge ideas until the completion of the brainstorming session.
All ideas are potentially good, so avoid discussing them, which includes
not criticizing and not complimenting ideas. Ideas should be put
forward both as solutions and also as a basis to spark off solutions.
Even seemingly foolish ideas can spark off better ones. Therefore do
not judge the ideas until after the brainstorming process. Note down
all ideas. There is no such thing as a bad idea. Evaluation of ideas takes
up valuable brain power which should be devoted to the creation of
ideas. Maximise your brainstorming session by only spending time
generating new ideas
• Encourage wild and exaggerated ideas.
It is much easier to tame a wild idea than it is to think of an
immediately valid one in the first place. The 'wilder' the idea, the
better. Shout out bizarre and unworkable ideas to see what they spark
off. No idea is too ridiculous. State any outlandish ideas. Exaggerate
ideas to the extreme. Use creative thinking techniques and tools to
start your thinking from a fresh direction. Use specialist software such
as Innovation Toolbox to stimulate new ideas more easily.
• Quantity counts at this stage, not quality.
The more creative ideas a person or a group has to choose from, the
better. If the number of ideas at the end of the session is very large,
there is a greater chance of finding a really good idea. Keep each

idea short, do not describe it in detail - just capture the essence of
the idea. Brief clarifications can be requested. Think fast, reflect
later. Go for quantity of ideas at this point; narrow down the list later.
All activities should be geared towards extracting as many ideas as
possible in a given period.
• Build on the ideas put forward by others.
Build and expand on the ideas of others. Try and add extra thoughts
to each idea. Use other people's ideas as inspiration for your own.
Creative people are also good listeners. Combine several of the
suggested ideas to explore new possibilities. It is just as valuable to be
able to adapt and improve other people's ideas as it is to generate the
initial idea that sets off new trains of thought.
• Every person and every idea has equal worth.
Every person has a valid view point and a unique perspective on the
situation and solution. We want to know yours. In a brainstorming
session you can always put forward ideas purely to spark off other
people and not just as a final solution. Please participate, even if
you need to write your ideas on a piece of paper and hand it out.
Encourage participation from everyone. Each idea presented belongs
to the group, not to the person stating it. It is the group's responsibility
and an indication of its ability to brainstorm if all participants feel able
to contribute freely and confidently.
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Tool 7. OD&M INNOVATION JAM
Tip: do not stick all the post-its randomly. Before the brainstorming activity

e.g. more
technological

Y DIMENSION

you may choose two key dimensions within which you can organize and
cluster ideas, using an axis diagram.

X DIMENSION
e.g. more open

e.g. less
technological

e.g. less open

Figure 4. Axis diagram
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Tool 7. OD&M INNOVATION JAM

Fast Idea Generator7
This tool helps to frame ideas, problems or
opportunities in relation to different scenarios.
It stretches the thinking around a concept in
different directions, providing a stimulating
discussion that will further strengthen the
concept. To use the tool effectively, the starting
point (problem, opportunity, concept idea or
existing proposition) should be clearly laid out.
1.Start from an existing concept, problem or
opportunity and then apply the 7 challenges
suggested in the worksheet. These are simple
steps to help come up with alternatives that
bend, break and stretch the ‘normal rules’ in such
a way that you can generate many surprising
ideas in a short period of time.
2.Review the ideas and select the best ones to
further flesh them out into workable innovations.
Figure5. Fast Idea Generator
7
Development Impact & You - PRACTICAL TOOLS TO TRIGGER & SUPPORT
SOCIAL INNOVATION, INSPIRED BY Nesta (2013) Fast Idea Generator
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Tool 8. OPEN FORMAT EVENTS
A more transparent and open future is increasingly moving beyond the realms
of activists and academics to be more widely talked about. From emerging open
business models to the power of open data, we are seeing many examples of
new forms of contracts forming between society and businesses offering deep
transparency, open access and scaleable contribution to a commons of knowledge.
To build trust among the community, to make
members openly share their ideas, and to facilitate
the emergence of a collective purpose, some
events could be hosted with an open format. In
this chapter we present the format of the “open
project night” which can be applied at a wider scale
if organized across different locations in the city
simultaneously, becoming an “open project festival”.
Everything starts with an inspiring call to action:

But making things in the open is more than about the end licence of IP or data or
transparency of sourcing – its about a new method of convening, inviting, making,
designing, organising, collaborating, social recognition, contribution and accountability –
fundamentally it’s about making.
Often, the final destination, the product, the thing, the production, the checkpoints and
the journey is unknown [...].
We will have to pivot quickly and endure periods of extreme uncertainty, scarcity and
exposure to the rather brutal and unforgiving opinions of others. This deal with this
oblique paradox requires trust, generosity and a new style of leadership. One which is
focused on hope and creating opportunity rather than micromanaging and enforcing. It
becomes a hope machine with an eye on each task ahead whilst continuing to uncover
possibility.
With a mission bigger than anyone can imagine, we’re trying to create stepping stones
and enough certainty to move forward each day, taking many with us.
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Tool 8. OPEN FORMAT EVENTS

Our experiences over the last few years have made us think quite deeply

for their community. It is not always the heroic leaps, but just one step further

about what conditions are required for a large group of people on this journey,
what is required in building a platform, convening a community and creating
the spaces to allow this to flourish. We aren’t certain of it yet, but know that
trust, collective investment, enlightened generosity, and embracing of the open
ended and empathy is at its core. It’s easy to invest in single ideas, what we are
interested in is investing in collective purpose.

than what feels comfortable that can propel you forward.
Our team and many of the wider community have been involved in multiple
open making experiences from TEDxBrum to the entire building and growing
of Impact Hub Birmingham. Here a few things we have learnt over the last few
years …

What we have learnt through this journey is that whilst creating an invitation
that’s big enough to fill the rest of your days, what is crucial to progress is
taking that very first step outside of your comfort zone. The long investment
into a mission means that rather than huge bold leaps, just one step each day
will mean a rather big and seemingly impossible dream becomes tangibly closer
and real. This step is relative to each of us; for some it is openly sharing an idea
regularly, for others it is waking up on a Saturday morning and paying to come
to a TEDx event and for others it’s dropping everything to pursue the big idea.
The secret is in bringing people together gently on this journey, ensuring that
everyone’s contribution is valued and valid. Konda Mason, of Impact Hub
Oakland shared this nugget about the journey of their community, one that
exudes confidence, courage and some serious size too! She told us about signing
her lease right before they had enough money to even make it happen, setting
up the crowdfunder for 1/10th of the figure they needed, knowing that the 30
days of the Kickstarter would attract the rest and taking the extra step of faith

1. Authentic Invitation to a Shared Challenge
From the unknowns of building the first TEDx in the city to raising a rather
ambitious total on Kickstarter, and most recently building the Impact Hub with
nowhere near enough cash, lots of generosity and the helping hands of many,
one of the most important lessons to date has been that there isn’t a magical
checklist that makes this all happen. The core momentum and beauty of
moving together on mass has come from a genuine and authentic invitation
to a shared challenge by many of us, consistently over many years.
2. A love of the outcome not the attribution
We have also found that the typology of person this invitation attracts has
most often been those that are interested in the outcomes, the mission
and the higher purpose. They care less about individual attribution and
instead the collective progress of the group. We have worked constantly
to ensure the efforts of individuals aren’t lost, the wider mission helps the
individual to progress, but have revelled in a community that cares less
about the ‘I’ and constantly more about the ‘we’.
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Tool 8. OPEN FORMAT EVENTS

3. White Board Open Planning
Co-design and collaboration and a whole host of co- words are thrown
around so often nowadays, but truly unlocking the potential of the
collective wisdom starts with open planning. Asking people what they
want and actually acting on their opinions draws people into the process
and gives them a sense of ownership as well as authorship of the shared
narrative.

5. Many to Many Accountability
Accountability is too often thought of as a checking process and one
which is done to make sure that things are progressing as planned. Moving
to a many to many form allows accountability to be a relational process
which gives the community a chance to direct and inform strategic
direction and actions.

4. Invest into Building the Collective Capability
Generosity as a key value runs across a whole host of assets, whether
it’s being generous with your time or contacts, growing the collective

6. Love What You Do Together
This love must exist in the whole process. The initial interaction, the
movement building, the conflict, the outcome and the following iterations
that follow. We have learnt that growing this first and foremost, will

capability requires an abundance mindset. One which understands that
ideas grow richer and deeper the more widely they are shared. This moves
beyond the ideas of a sharing economy and instead a giving economy. One
where the more you give unconditionally – the more we all have.

remain the sole focus of our culture. Without it we have seen that things
can’t grow authentically. Welcome to Open Project Night – a home to
build this community, learn, grow, build momentum and our collective
mission together.
By Immy Kaur, Andy Reeve & Indy Johar
Impact Hub Birmingham community
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Tool 9. OPEN PROJECT NIGHT
What is it about?
It is a format of event that you can host regularly.
How does it work?
Decide a regular date, once a month or week, where your space can be
booked by groups and organizations which need a space to think, design,
make or ideate something for good, and that would love to do it openly,
welcoming other participants in their own group.
Invite anyone working on projects, ventures and ideas focused on
unleashing a better us to all come together in the same space. Creatives,
activists, entrepreneurs, dreamers, scientists, makers and doers, everyone
is welcome to come along to add their vision of a better place to live in.
Open Project Night allows the space to be opened up to as many people
as possible to help people get their project, group or venture off the
ground.

What do I need to do before an Open Project Night?
• Make a list of rooms and spaces that could host meetups, workshops,
mini talks, plotting and planning sessions or simply for people to come
and hang out with a dynamic community of doers
• Prepare an eventbrite page with the list of dates and available rooms that
can be booked
• Write a blog post to inspire people
• Communicate through your social networks and promote the event
• Let people know who is going to use the space so that they can decide
to join
during…
• Host conversation
• Facilitate the experience of your space for groups and people
• Take pictures
and after.
• Collect feedbacks
• Share stories

Needed?
• Spaces/rooms for meetups
• Audio Visual, WiFi & Printing Services
• Sheets, markers, post-its, flip charts
• Free coffee and teas
• The possibility to buy food or bring their own
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3.3 - OD&M Community of practice
To build a Community of Practice, namely a group of people who share a
passion for something that they do and who interact regularly to learn how
to do it better, is crucial to take the time to reflect upon the stakeholders
POVs and the members experiences inside the community itself.

Tool 10. SKETCH YOUR COMMUNITY
Use this tool to brainstorm around people and
organizations that may be interested in having
a role in your community. Pay attention to
relationships and connections between them,
drawing a line between the various nodes
where the connections exist. This will help
you to visualize not only nodes but also the
shape of your network so to stimulate the
reflection upon your role as a connector, and
upon the capacity of the community itself to
building new connections.
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Whic are your values?

Figure 6. Sketch your community
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Tool 11. BUILD NEW CONNECTIONS
When you meet with your stakeholders during events, use the previous tool,
followed by the build new connections tool, to enable them to realize the shape
of their network and to collect interesting details of other participants.

BUILD NEW CONNECTIONS
Who are the people you want to reach?
Whic conversation do you want to start with them?

Which are your values?

What do you want to achieve?

Who can help you in achieving your purpose?

Figure 7. Build new connections
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Tool 12. THE COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE EXPERIENCE

Building a CoP requests that all the members of the core
group (namely Enablers) are aware of the experience they
are promoting, from a community member point of view.
Therefore, it is important to reflect together upon the pains
and gains of our previous experiences in other CoPs, so to
become conscious about opportunities and threats that we
will meet as we build our community.
Use this template to brainstorm on what has happen during
your past experience. Give the time to the team to write on
post-it notes all the step they have experienced, being part
of one or more CoPs. Then facilitate a discussion upon:
• what pains and gains did you face during your experiences?
• when did they happen? Before, during or after the
activities of the CoP?
• which milestones do we have to consider during the
engagement process?
• which ones during the “make it happen” and the retention
processes?

Figure 8. The experience of being part of a community of practice (empty)
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Tool 12. THE COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE EXPERIENCE

Below you can find, as an example, the template filled
by the OD&M consortium.

Figure 9. The experience of being part of a community of practice (filled)
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Tool 13. MAPPING THE ECOSYSTEM OF THE COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE

What is it about?
You can use the following tool to draw the ecosystem of your Community
of Practice, together with team of enablers, and we suggest also with
other stakeholders of the CoP.
How does it work?
Split into 3 groups. Each group has post-its of different sizes and colors:
1. actors (small rectangular post-it notes)
2. verbs (post-it markers)
3. values (square post-it notes)
The first group writes all the actors we want to involve at various levels
in the community of practice. Think of both the internal to the topic/
organizations but also to external ones from which we want to be inspired.
The second group writes the verbs representing all the actions that must
happen in the community.
The third group writes the values 
we want to be generated and
regenerated through the community of practice.
After 10 minutes of brainstorming on post-it, we start to place them on
the billboard.
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Tool 13. MAPPING THE ECOSYSTEM OF THE COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE

The actors’ group starts and positions them according to the
level of involvement, within one of the 3 circles (1st level: the
enablers, i.e. facilitators and core promoters of CoP; 2nd
level: people we want to engage; 3rd level: people that support
the CoP, they are involved, not participating in first line but
recognizing themselves in the CoP identity; 4th level, external
to the circles: subjects that do not recognize themselves in the
CoP but have a vested interest and could be indirectly involved).
Then the group of the verbs places them next to the subjects to
which they refer.
Then the values has to be placed close to the subjects+verbs
that best embody them.

While groups place the post-it notes, they have to comment on
what they are doing. The whole process must be reasoned as it
takes shape, to comment on the picture that is emerging but
also to highlight what is missing (and then possibly provide to
write other post-it notes).
When the process is coming to the end, all participants look at
the map representing the CoP’s ecosystem and comment on it:
do we like it? Do we think something important is missing? Do
we find out something new through the process?
Needed?
• post-it notes of 3 different sizes and colours
• a big billboard with a drawing of the template
• fine black markers
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